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About This Content

The PostMortem Character Pack adds 4 more new and unique playable characters for Killing Floor as Downloadable Content.
Once you have bought the pack, they will become selectable in the character selection screen in-game.

 

Harold Hunt

Harold was the front man for the underground punk band "The Fecking Nancies", who played mingin' pubs and bars all over
South London. And if he wasn't screaming into a microphone about anarchy and chaos he was out causing it by kicking the shite

out of cockneys, chavs and pikies before stealing their bling. Courtesy of the Horzine outbreak, he's finding out what real
anarchy and chaos is.
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Kerry Fitzpatrick

After disfiguring one inmate in his last prison fight, the others stopped calling "Kerry" a girl's name. During his transfer to the
high-security psych ward at Broadmoor, he watched the guards get eaten by a herd of crazed, emaciated mutants. Kerry took
pleasure ripping apart the monsters before looting the dead prison guards. From life in prison to a free man in seconds, Kerry

has found a world where he truly fits in.

 

Trooper Clive Jenkins

When he wasn't jumping out of airplanes and breaking heads for the British government, Jenks could usually be found getting
rat-arsed in the pubs of Aldershot and picking fights with civvies. C Company was on standby when word of the outbreak

struck. They loaded into the Herc and jumped over London. Straight into a mob of chainsaw-wielding nutters. Come and get
some, ya ponces!

 

Paramedic Alfred Anderson

Working nightshift for the hospital can be interesting. It's also a good place to stock up on supplies when the whole city has
turned into a cannibalistic feeding frenzy. Well equipped and knowledgeable, Alfred's a good ally to have when a fleshless

creature is beating down your door.
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OS: Windows XP/Vista
Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent
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Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio
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As a fan of this series' PS2 entries, I was pleasantly surprised by this game, which reminded me of my teenage years.

It is definitely an arcade style combat flight sim, and you don't have to worry about the details of flight in order to enjoy the
game.

Those who play without a supported joystick would be happy to know that it is possible to configure your joystick as a
gamepad. I did this for a bit, but found that my gamepad was more suited to the gameplay. I suggest using a gamepad rather than
joystick here.

Overall:
+ Graphics
+ Gameplay, very fun and exciting
+ Story, in the spirit of the series
-\/+ Replayability, the campaign is longer than 4 and 6, but still nothing matches the scope and depth of 5. It would be nice to
see something of similar length, and also alternative storylines. As it is it is mostly linear, but so were 4 and Zero (didn't play 6,
as with many people). That being said, when you want an exciting dogfight, it is fine to take up this game and have some fun
again.

It would be nice to see PC re-releases of 4, 5 and 6. In my opinion, Ace Combat 5 is still the best in the series.. Truly a
masterpiece. The only bad part of this was the matching minigame. ♥♥♥♥ THAT MINIGAME. YOU WANT ME TO DO 48
TILES WITH 5 DIFFERENT IMAGES IN A SHORT AMOUNT OF TIME.

3/5 Its mediocre, but thats what you should expect from a cheap game. Good times.. the game is nice and cool but have a lot of
work to make it better...to many bugs (like prices disapear or write "reduce the cost in 5,00000000%") and i still dont
understand how the economy works in this game, example, if i have 48 researches working for more than 100,000$ how my
company loss just 4 or 5,000???? (begining of the game so i didnt have any income).... i dont like, money loss.... need to be
patched, and a large one.... Major lag that caused a lot of motion sickness during opponents serves. Not sure why it was
happening but everytime the opponent serves a ball the headset starts lagging and I just couldn't do it anymore after 10 minutes

it'll probably be better in the future but as of April 2017 not recommended

Edit: I'm playing this on a 2017 built PC with top of the line CPU and GTX 1080, so hardware is not an issue.
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I love these games. So romantic.. Ares isnt a bad game and is a pretty good game to get in a bundle. I somewhat enjoyed the
game however there a difficultly spikes all over the place. Some of the platforming sections are pretty annoying however it is
worth getting through.. Best silly RPG game with tons of waifu.. Ultra-stylish and good fun. Strong recommend.. Its a typical
clicker game just for the achievement purpose.
Easy Achievements. 5000 Clicks = 5000 Achievements. Only get this game if you just want the achievements.. This game is
nothing more than a quick cash in. The gameplay is unengaging. The cast is uninteresting and the world lacks character. There is
promise here with the morality system and job combinations, but a lot more development time is needed to reach it. As it
stands, this game isn't worth the price they are asking for it, or any price for that matter. It should be free. If you want
something made with RPG Maker that is worth your time and money get To The Moon, Deadly Sin 2, Aveyond, or Skyborn.
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